
Project 3: Type Inference

CS4536 CS536

Due Midnight, end of Tuesday, 21 Feb

1 Background

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this assignment is for you to learn how to do type infer-
ence. You will again work on the abstract syntax trees. This time, you will
implement parts of the type-inference algorithm, which executes after the
source-to-source expansions. In particular, you will explore:

• How to implement the type-inference steps for sequences (expressions
connected with a semicolon) and for conditionals;

• How to extend the typing process to include more primitive types.
These will represent input channels and output channels.

• How to implement a new type operator. This will be the reference
operator. The reference operator, when applied to a value of type α,
produces a reference cell of type Ref α. This is a reference cell that
will always contain a value of the same type α.

• Why this type-inference procedure does not cover all the ground that
typing should. In particular, there is a key element of the Milner
approach to polymorphism that we will not implement here, and you
will explain what difference that makes.

There are two example files that will not type-check properly under this
assignment. You should check that you know which they are, and what
Milner’s approach would do beyond what we are doing.

A major step in this project is reading the code of the language imple-
mentation. The files typings.ml and infer_types.ml are the central ones,
but you will also have to work on prim_types.ml.
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1.2 Due date

This assignment is due on Tuesday, 21 Feb., at the end of the day (midnight).
See http://web.cs.wpi.edu/~cs4536/c12/#projects for information on
due dates and the late submission policy.

1.3 Your submission

Submit your project via Turnin https://turnin.cs.wpi.edu:8088/turnin.

rkt. Your submission should include one zip file with all of the source code
necessary to run your project. The zip file should also include a README
file that describes your additions to the code. This assignment is called
project3 there.

Say in your README file in the submission whether you are in cs4536
or in cs536.

Send email to mailto:turnin@cs.wpi.edu in case turnin is unrespon-
sive, to ask them to re-start it.

Be sure to be ready to hand in your assignment a bit early in case there
are turnin disruptions.

All of the code you add should be documented. Implementing a language
can become a heavyweight task; proper documentation will both allow you
to keep better track of your work so that it does not, and will allow your
graders to follow your code more easily. Think of having readable and well-
documented code as being along the same lines as making sure you use
correct spelling in an essay. You may lose points if it becomes difficult for
your graders to read your code.

The current implementation is in the tar file: http://web.cs.wpi.edu/

~cs4536/c12/hw/proj3.tgz.

1.4 What to do

For this assignment you will be graded primarily based on the correctness
of your implementation and your adherence to the instructions. Your code
should correctly compile some of the example files, namely those that use
only the primitives we are handling, and that this method can show are
well-typed.

You should hand in:

1. A README file with an overview of your materials and with written
material to answer the discussion questions below.
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2. A file prim_types_plus.ml, containing your type annotations for the
primitives yoy are adding. and the code to install them. You should
model this on the examples in the file prim_types.ml. (30 points)

3. A file typings_plus.ml, containing your extensions to the typings
sum type in typings.ml and to the function definitions there. You
should model this on the examples in the file typings.ml. You will
add basic types for

• Input channels, such as stdin, and the read_line primitive,
which reads a line from an input channel and returns an inte-
ger represented by that line;

• Output channels, such as stdout, and the write_line primitive,
which writes to an output channel (its first argument) and prints
an integer given as its second argument.

You will also add a type operator Ref α to type reference cells whose
contents are always values of type α. (30 points)

4. A file infer_types_plus.ml that fills in the missing definitions in
infer_types.ml. These do the type inference for sequenced expres-
sions (with semicolons) and for conditionals (if-then-else). (20 points)

Each of these files should have your comments at the top, saying what
change you have made and summarizing the effect that it had. Include
programs to exercise the problems these changes create.

5. Make you code using make and the makefile Makefile in the code
directory. You will need to edit Makefile to substitute your _plus

files in the SOURCES variable given in the makefile.

Check with the TAs in case of problems using make on Windows.
Macintosh OSX users will obtain it by installing Xcode, available free
from Apple. OCaml is installed on ccc.wpi.edu (which you can reach
by ssh) in my binary directory ~guttman/bin.

6. Run your code on the examples in the xmpl directory. For each .txt

file in the directory, explain whether your code has given the correct
answer, a wrong answer (if so, why?), or has failed because it lacks
information about some primitive operations (which ones?).

Note that one example file uses a for-loop in the imperative style,
which is in conflict with the tail recursive for-loop expander in this
release of the code.
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In the README file, explain in short paragraphs of complete sen-
tences exactly why your type inference does not give the desired an-
swers. Say what additional primitive type declarations and operators
would solve some of these problems. Relate some problems to Milner’s
treatment of let-polymorphism in his Theory of Type Polymorphism.
(20 points).

If you find a bug in my code, that’s worth 10 points to the first person
to report the bug. System-specific problems (e.g. anything not working on
Windows :-), or requirements on the order you load files, are not bugs for
extra credit.

You may use the file load_em.ml to load the byte compiled versions of
the OCaml code into the interactive ocaml loop (the program ocaml).

#use "load_em.ml";;

open Infer_types;;

open Write_ast_cexpr;;

This is very convenient for finding out what’s going on with your code.
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